
BaaS for Hybrid Cloud 
data protection
No-compromise solutions for optimal data back and recovery
As companies modernize their IT strategies, we know that every journey to the cloud is unique. Companies need flexible, 
powerful and ultimately secure data protection to meet them where they are today, and help them reach where they 
want to go tomorrow. With broad support of workloads from on-premises to cloud native and containers, and unique 
storage flexibility, Metallic BaaS helps you  innovate with the peace of mind. Safeguard your data while combatting data 
silos, making the most of your IT resources, and guarding against the growing threat of ransomware and cyberattack.
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Hybrid Cloud
Data Protection

How we are different

Metallic VM & Kubernetes Backup 
A single enterprise-level solution to protect your workloads in 
VMs or containers—without the complexity or siloed approach. 

Metallic Database Backup 
A simple, flexible solution that minimizes the risk of data 
loss and regularly preserving changes for business-critical 
structured data of SQL databases and SAP HANA environments.

Metallic File & Object Backup 
Single-solution protection for File & Object data that provides 
seamless backup and swift recovery of servers, files, or 
objects - across the whole system.

• Streamlined setup
• High scalability
• Easy one-stop management

• Empower database admin
• Reduce risk and increase value
• Speedy recovery

• Total coverage
• Cost-efficient solution
• Optimized storage

Metallic has designed three critical solutions for hybrid cloud environments, for flexible adoption 
of BaaS data protection, tailored to your needs.

Start your risk-free trial today
metallic.io/trial

Award-winning cloud-based data backup from 
trusted leaders, Commvault + Microsoft Azure

Reduced management overhead, up in minutes

Future-proof scalability, from 1TB to 1,000+

Unique SaaS Plus storage flexibility for 
performance and value

Enterprise-grade data protection at hyper-speed

Flexible, subscription-based pricing with no capex 
investment 

Ultimate, layered security for ransomware protection

https://metallic.io/trial

